Abstract. The bienergy of a vector field on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is defined to be the bienergy of the corresponding map (M, g) → (T M, g S ), where the tangent bundle T M is equipped with the Sasaki metric g S . The constrained variational problem is studied, where variations are confined to vector fields, and the corresponding critical point condition characterizes biharmonic vector fields. Furthermore, we prove that if (M, g) is a compact oriented m-dimensional Riemannian manifold and X a tangent vector of M , then X is a biharmonic vector field of (M, g) if and only if X is parallel. Finally, we give examples of non-parallel biharmonic vector fields in the case which the base manifold (M, g) is non-compact.
Introduction
The energy functional of a map ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) between Riemannian manifolds has been widely investigated by several researchers ( [2] , [7] , [16] ) and is given by
where dϕ denotes the differential of the map ϕ. Critical points for the energy functional are called harmonic maps and have been characterized by the vanishing of the tension field τ 1 (ϕ) = Tr∇dϕ. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and denote by (T M, g S ) its tangent bundle equipped with the Sasaki metric g S . A vector field X on M determines a mapping from (M, g) into (T M, g S ), embedding M into its tangent bundle. If M is compact and orientable, the energy of X is the energy of the corresponding map ( [6, pp. 41-42] ). Nouhaud ([14] ) proved that if M is compact, then X : (M, g) → (T M, g S ) is an harmonic map if and only if X is parallel. The same conclusion is obtained in [11] but, in this case, the explicit expression of the tension field of the vector field is provided (see subsection 2.2). Gil -Medrano ( [8] ) proved that if M is compact, then a vector field X is a critical point of the energy functional E 1 restricted to the set X(M) of all vector fields of (M, g) (equivalently, X is a harmonic vector field ) if and only if X is parallel. As a consequence, the search for critical points for the energy functional E 1 : C ∞ (M, T M) → [0, +∞) or E 1 : X(M) → [0, +∞) shows that both domain C ∞ (M, T M) and X(M) are inappropriate. In [7] , J.Eells and J.H.Sampson suggested the idea of studying kharmonic maps. A particular interest has the case k = 2. They define the bienergy of ϕ as the functional
and a map is biharmonic if and only if it is a critical point of E 2 . Jiang ( [12] ) derived the associated Euler-Lagrange equation for E 2 . A harmonic map is automatically a biharmonic map. Non-harmonic biharmonic maps are said to be proper biharmonic maps. In the last decade there has been a growing interest in the theory of biharmonic maps which can be divided in two main research directions. On the one side, the differential geometric aspect has driven attention to the construction of examples and classification results. More precisely, in [3] , Caddeo et al. classified biharmonic curves and surfaces of the unit 3-sphere S 3 . In fact, they found that they are circles, helices which are geodesics in the Clifford minimal torus and small hyperspheres. The same authors in [4] constructed examples of proper biharmonic submanifolds of S n , n > 3. The other side is the analytic aspect from the point view of PDE: biharmonic maps are solutions of a fourth order strongly elliptic semilinear PDE.
We concentrate on the mapping X : (M, g) → (T M, g S ). It is natural to consider the problem of characterizing those vector fields for which the corresponding map is a biharmonic map. Furthermore, we can also look for vector fields X that are critical points of the bienergy functional restricted to variations among vector fields. In the latter case, such a vector field is called biharmonic vector field. The goal of this paper is to answer to these problems. The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains the presentation of some basic notions about the geometry of the tangent bundle and biharmonic maps. In Section 3, we derive the first variational formula associated to the bienergy functional restricted to the space of all vector fields of (M, g) (see Theorem 3.2). By using this formula, we prove the following Theorem:
) be a compact m-dimensional Riemannian manifold and X ∈ X(M) a tangent vector field. Then, X is a biharmonic vector field if and only if X is parallel.
As a consequence, we deduce that Corollary 1.2. Let (M, g) be a compact oriented m-dimensional Riemannian manifold and X ∈ X(M) a tangent vector field. Then, X : (M, g) → (T M, g S ) is a biharmonic map if and only if X is parallel.
Finally, we give examples of non-parallel biharmonic vector fields of (R 2 , g), equipped with the standard Euclidean metric g, which are non harmonic (see Example 3.9 and Remarks 3.10 and 3.11). More precisely, in Remark 3.11, we give the general representation formula of a biharmonic vector field of (R 2 , g). Furthermore, we give examples of biharmonic vector fields which are non harmonic vector fields in the case which the base manifold (M, g) is non-flat (see Examples 3.12 and 3.13). As a consequence, we point out that the notions "biharmonic vector field" and "harmonic vector field" are independent in the sense that it does not exist an immediate relation between them ( 1 ).
Preliminaries.
2.1. The tangent bundle. We recall some basic facts about the geometry of the tangent bundle. For a more elaborate exposition, we refer to the survey [9] . In the present paper, we denote by X(M) the space of all vector fields of a Riemannian manifold (M, g).
Let (M, g) be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold and ∇ the associated Levi-Civita connection. Its Riemann curvature tensor R is defined by
for all vector fields X, Y and Z on M. The tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is denoted by T M and consists of pairs (x, u) where x is a point in M and u a tangent vector to M at x. The mapping π : T M → M : (x, u) → x is the natural projection from T M onto M. The tangent space T (x,u) T M at a point (x, u) in T M is a direct sum of the vertical subspace V (x,u) = Ker(dπ| (x,u) ) and the horizontal subspace H (x,u) , with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of M:
1 In [5] , the authors proved Corollary 1.2 following a quite different approach from that of the paper. We should point out that their paper includes some serious mistakes. More precisely, on page 470 and line 14, the term ∇ X ei (τ v (X)) V should be calculated at the point (x, X x ) ∈ T M in order to be a section of the pull -back bundle X −1 (T T M ). As a consequence, this mistake is transferred to the calculation of the term Tr g ∇ 2 (τ v (X)) V (x,u) (page 470 and line 18)
For any vector w ∈ T x M, there exists a unique vector w h ∈ H (x,u) at the point (x, u) ∈ T M, which is called the horizontal lift of w to (x, u), such that dπ(w h ) = w and a unique vector w v ∈ V (x,u) , which is called the vertical lift of w to (x, u), such that w v (df ) = w(f ) for all functions f on M. Hence, every tangent vectorw ∈ T (x,u) T M can be decomposed asw = w h 1 + w v 2 for uniquely determined vectors w 1 , w 2 ∈ T x M. The horizontal (respectively, vertical ) lift of a vector field X on M to T M is the vector field X h (respectively, X v ) on T M whose value at the point (x, u) is the horizontal (respectively, vertical) lift of X x to (x, u).
The tangent bundle T M of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) can be endowed in a natural way with a Riemannian metric g S , the Sasaki metric, depending only on the Riemannian structure g of the base manifold M. It is uniquely determined by
for all vector fields X and Y on M. More intuitively, the metric g S is constructed in such a way that the vertical and horizontal subbundles are orthogonal and the bundle map π :
2.2. Biharmonic maps. Let (M, g), (N, h) be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively, and let ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) be a smooth map between them. We denote by ∇ ϕ the connection of the vector bundle ϕ −1 T N induced from the Levi-Civita connection∇ of (N, h) and ∇ the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g). Let D be a compact domain of M. The energy (integral) of ϕ over D is defined by:
where v g is the volume element of (M, g). A smooth map ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) is said to be harmonic if it is a critical point of the energy functional for any compact domain D. It is well known ( [2] ) that the smooth map ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) is harmonic if and only if
where
is a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g). The equation τ 1 (ϕ) = 0 is called the harmonic equation.
J. Eells and J. H. Sampson [7] introduced the notion of polyharmonic maps. In this paper, we only consider polyharmonic maps of order two. Such maps are frequently called biharmonic maps.
More precisely, a smooth map ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) is said to be biharmonic if it is a critical point of the bienergy functional:
over every compact region D of M. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation associated to the bienergy functional becomes more complicated and it involves the curvature of the target manifold (N, h) ( [12] ). We should mention that an harmonic map is automatically a biharmonic map, in fact a minimum of the bienergy functional. We refer to the survey [13] for more information on results related to the theory of biharmonic maps. A vector field X on (M, g) can be regarded as the immersion X :
is a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g). We mention that the horizontal part of τ 1 (X) is appeared with different sign from the same expression in ( [8] ) due to the different sign of the Riemann curvature tensor. The term −Tr∇ 2 X is equal to the rough Laplacian ∆X, that is∆
For the sake of convenience, we set S(X) = m i=1 R(∇ e i X, X)e i . It is worth noting that the term S(X) is well-defined independently of the orthonormal frame used. Furthermore, it holds
for any smooth function f and vector field X of M. As a consequence, relation (2.2) is transformed to
In the following, we will use the following Lemmas: 
where θ XY is the 1-form defined by
and ∆ is the ordinary Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on functions.
Proof. Let {e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} be a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g). Then (due to the definition of the rough Laplacian and ∇g = 0)
Here we made use of the local expression (with respect to the local orthonormal frame field {e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} of the divergence of differential 1-forms i.e., 
where f being a smooth function of M and gradf the gradient of f .
The biharmonicity of vector fields
In this section, we define the bienergy E 2 (X) of a vector field X of a Riemannian manifold (M, g). Furthermore, we determine the first variational formula of the bienergy functional E 2 restricted to the space of all vector fields.
Let (M, g) be a compact m-dimensional Riemannian manifold, (T M, g S ) its tangent bundle equipped with the Sasaki metric g S and X a tangent vector field on M. The bienergy E 2 (X) of X is defined to be the bienergy of the corresponding map X : (M, g) → (T M, g S ). More precisely, combining relations (2.1) and (2.4), we get
Now, we give the following definition: In the sequel, we deduce the critical point condition for E 2 : X(M) → R. We prove the following Theorem:
a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g), X a tangent vector field on M and E 2 : X(M) → [0, +∞) the bienergy functional restricted to the space of all vector fields. Then
for any smooth 1-parameter variation U : M × (−ǫ, ǫ) → T M of X through vector fields i.e., X t (z) = U(z, t) ∈ T z M for any |t| < ǫ and z ∈ M, or equivalently X t ∈ X(M) for any |t| < ǫ. Also, V is the tangent vector field on M given by
Proof. Let X be a tangent vector on M and I = (−ǫ, ǫ), ǫ > 0. For t ∈ I, we denote by i t : M → M × I, p → (p, t) the canonical injection. We consider C ∞ -variations U : M ×I → T M of X within X(M), i.e. for all t ∈ I the mappings X t = U • i t are in fact vector fields and X 0 = X. We choose {e i } m i=1 a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g). We extend e i (resp. 
We easily observe that S(X t ) = Z • i t and∆X t = Ω • i t . In the sequel, we consider the function
Differentiating the function E 2 (t) at each t, we obtain
Taking into account the symmetries of the Riemann curvature tensor, relations (3.3) and summing over all repeated indices, we have
Applying the divergence Theorem for the 1-form
Similarly, summing over all repeated indices, we deduce
Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.4), evaluating at t = 0 and setting
, we easily obtain (3.2).
Since the vector field X is biharmonic if and only if [(∇ e i R)(e i , S(X))X + R(e i , ∇ e i S(X))X + 2R(e i , S(X))∇ e i X] = 0, (3.8) where
is a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g). 
for such any smooth 1-parameter variation U. Then, you get that the term 
The above condition involves only the connection on the Riemannian manifold (M, g). On the contrary, the corresponding critical point condition which characterizes the biharmonic vector fields involves additionally the Riemann curvature tensor of (M, g).
In the following Theorem, we investigate the condition under of which a vector field X of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is biharmonic under the assumption that the base manifold (M, g) is compact. In particular, we have Proof. We assume that the vector field X is a biharmonic vector field i.e. critical point of the bienergy functional E 2 restricted to the space of all vector fields of (M, g). We consider the smooth 1-parameter variation X t = (1 + t)X of X (t ∈ I = (−ǫ, ǫ), ǫ > 0). By using relations (2.5), (3.2) and the symmetries of the Riemann curvature tensor, we have
a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g). Furthermore, we have applied the divergence Theorem for the function g(∆X, X) and the 1-form θ∆ XX . Since both functions g(∆X,∆X) and g(S(X), S(X)) are positive, we easily conclude that∆X = S(X) = 0 everywhere on M. Equivalently, X : (M, g) → (T M, g S ) is an harmonic map. By a result of Nouhaud ([14] ), we get that X is parallel. Conversely, we assume that the vector field X is parallel. In this case, X : (M, g) → (T M, g S ) is an harmonic map ( [14] ) and, hence trivially a biharmonic map. As a consequence, X is a critical point of the bienergy functional E 2 restricted to the set of all vector fields of (M, g). 
∂x 2 etc. By using (3.8) , we deduce that the vector field X is biharmonic if and only if∆∆X = 0 or, equivalently, stream function) . For more information, we refer to the book [15] . Considering the function f (x, y) of the system (3.9) given in (3.10), we calculate f xx + f yy = 2β{D cosh βx + C sinh βx}{a cos βy + b sin βy}.
Considering the case β = C = D = a = 1 and b = 0, we obtain f xx + f yy = 2e
x cos y = 0 for all (x, y) ∈ R 2 −{(t, 2κπ + π 2 )/t ∈ R, κ ∈ Z}. As a conclusion, for this particular choice of the parameters β, C, D, a and b, the corresponding solution f (x, y) of (3.9 ) is a biharmonic function but not harmonic function. Similarly, for the solution g(x, y) of the system (3.9) given in (3.10), we have g xx + g yy = 2β{D cos βx − C sin βx}{a cosh βy + b sinh βy}.
Considering the case a = b = β = D = 1 and C = 0, we obtain g xx +g yy = 2e
y cos x = 0 for all (x, y) ∈ R 2 −{(2κπ+
, t)/κ ∈ Z, t ∈ R}. Summarizing, we yield that the vector fields X of R 
Equivalently, we have the following complex form of the presentation of the general solution:
where f (z) and g(z) are arbitrary analytic functions of the variable z = x + iy,z = x − iy (see also [1] ). As a consequence, the general representation formula of a biharmonic vector field X of (R 2 , g) is X = (xu(x, y) + v(x, y)) ∂ ∂x + (yu(x, y) + v(x, y)) ∂ ∂y , where u(x, y) and v(x, y) are arbitrary harmonic functions. In the following example, we give examples of vector fields which are harmonic vector fields but not biharmonic vector fields. More precisely, we have Example 3.13. We consider the hyperbolic space (H n , g) of constant sectional curvature −c 2 < 0 H n = {z = (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , y) ∈ R n : y > 0},
The vector fields
constitute an orthonormal frame field of (H n , g) and
Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection of (H n , g). It follows that ([6, p. 139] ) 
